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2 Point Penalty  - Setting up or scotching.  
3 Point Penalty  - 2-loop run.     
           - Failure to dally.  
           - If rope falls from saddle onto ground and rider picks it 
             up or leaves cow to get rope.  
5 Point Penalty  - Blatant disobedience (kicking, striking, biting, bucking,  
                             rearing).         
                            - Running into steer. 
                            - Failure to catch. 
                            - Loss of rope during dally.  
0 Penalty          - Whipping, or striking the horse with rope. 
                          - Failure to attempt any part of the class (for entire class).  
                          - If the rope falls from the saddle to the ground and is not 
            retrieved this will be a 0 score. 
                             
 

 

WORKING RANCH HORSE PATTERN # 1 

MANDATORY MARKERS ALONG FENCE 
OR WALL RIDE PATTERN AS FOLLOWS: 
 
1. Start on right side of arena and lope to  
     far end of arena. 
2. Stop and rollback to the right. Continue  
     to other end  of arena. 
3. Stop and rollback to the left.  Continue  
    to center of arena. 
4. Lope small, slow circle to left.   
5. Lope large  circle to left with medium  
    speed. Change leads.  
6. Lope small slow circle to right.  
7. Lope large circle to right with medium  
    speed. Change leads. 
8. Continue down arena. 
9. Stop and back 10 to 15 feet. 
10.Do 360 degree spin right or left. 
11. Do 360 degree spin opposite direction  
     that was taken in #10. 
12. Hesitate to show completion of   
      pattern. 

WORKING RANCH HORSE PATTERN # 2 

MANDATORY MARKERS ALONG FENCE  
OR WALL- RIDE PATTERN AS FOLLOWS: 

1.  Start at end of arena. Run down middle to 
     center marker to a square sliding stop. 
2.  Complete 2 spins to right. 
3.  Complete 2 ¼ spins left. 
4.  Begin on right lead and complete one circle 
    right small and slow. Change leads. 
5. Complete one circle left large and fast.  
    Change leads. 
6. Continue loping around end of arena  
    without breaking gait. Run strait down the  
    right side of the arena past the center  
    marker and do a left rollback. 
7. Continue back around the previous circle  
    but do not close this circle. Run down the  
    left side of the arena past the center marker  
     and do a right rollback. 
8. Continue past center marker and do a sliding  
    stop. 
9. Back at least 10 feet in a straight line. 
10. Hesitate to complete pattern. 


